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FOREWORD 

This report presents the r esults of fl i ght investigations conducted 
in association with the primary flight test investigation of the high 
performance UH-1 helicopter. Results reported include main rotor blades 
with inboard trailing edge flaps, a two-bladed f~ex beam rotor, and 
tapered tip main rotor blades. 
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~ncTION VI -----
MAIN ROTOR BLADES WITH INBOARD TRAILING EDGE FLAPS 

A. SUllmary 

Trailing edge flaps were installed on the inboard section of a UH-18 
rotor and teated bn the high-performance helicopter. The objective 
of the test was t6 determine a flap position which would offset the 
rotor blade nose-up pitching mo~ents in the area of~ = 270° and result 
in a reduction of the rotor control loads. The control load waa found 
to be hisher than those with the standard rotor for all flap position• 
investigated. The increase in control load rei1ul ted from the increase 
in blade pitching m0111ents due to the incteased blade chord length and 
1101Dent arm due the flap installation. Although the flaps proved in
effective in reducing the control loads, the teat results provided a 
clear understandinF of the origin of the loads associated with the 
reverse flow regioh. The magnitudes of the control load and inboard 
flap section bendihg moment at'¥ a 270° 'I/ere found to be dependent on 
ad,ance ratio and independent of flap position • .Purther, the magnitudes 
of the control lo.ad and inboard flap section bending 11omertt at a given 
ai,speed were apprQximately the same for all flap positions teated. The 
flap bending moments in the inboard section at o/ = 270° and the outboard 
section at 'P = 90° and 270° vary directly with the flap position. 

• 

The rotor control 1oad follows the same trend as the inboard flap Gection 
bending ~oment, indicating that the primary cause of the high positive 
control load r omponent at f m 270° is a result of a download (nose-up 
pitching moment) on the rotor blade in the reverse flow region. As a 
result cf these tests, it is concluded that inboard blade cutouts and/or 
special blade cuffi can provide a signifitant reduction in the rotor 
control loads. 

B. Introduction 

Testa with high performance helicopters have indicated that high control 
loads • ay prove to be a major factor limitin~ high speed flight. Ae 
di1cua1ed in Section VIII, the control (pitch link) load includes two 
aajor components (see figure 8-6, page ..lC/ , : a larse negative component 
at 't' • 120• (identified as "A" in the fi,ure) which is associated with 
advancing blade tip mach number effects, and a large positive component 
at \f • 210• Cident ified as "B") which ia as1ociated with the reverse 
flow resion on the retreating blade. The negative (advancing blade) 
component is non-eiistent below a tip Mach nuaber of approximately .87; 
above .87 the load . increases rapidly and accounts for almost 501 ol the 
total oacillating load at approximately "ch .95. A 1igniflc1nt reduc
tion of this load tomponent was achieved with the tapered tip blade• 
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discussed in Section VIII. The poaitiYe <1·etre1tin9 blade) c011ponent 
builds up steadily with i ncreased airspeed. At 1p1tds where t he blade 
tip Mach number is less t han .87, this component accounts for nearly 
all t he oac il l a t i n@ cont rol l oad . The teats described herein were 
directed toward the i nvestigati on on met hods f or reduc i ng the main rotor 
cont ro l l oada, and more specifically, t he component ass ociated wi th the 
reveri e f low region of the retreating blade . 

c. De sc ript ion of Tra i linj Edge Plaps 

Aluminum alloy, .0~3 inch thi ck, f l apa were installed on the inboard 
section of a set of UH-18 main r otor blades. The flap was approxiMately 
60 inches long and extended spanwise from rotor stat ion 32 .2 to rotor 
1tat ion 92 .o . The flap was split into l'O equal spanwise sections by a 
.06 wide aawcut approximately 6 inches deep measured from the flap trail
ing edge to allow different f lap angle settings to be made along the span, 
and to reduce the influence of adjacent loadings on the particular loca
tions where load rneaaurements werr recorded. Figure 6-1 shows the flape 
installed on the rotor bl ade. The chord of the blade was increased 7 
inches by the addition of the flap. The focus for the flap angle settings 
~as approximately 1 inch aft of the basic blade trailing edge. Strain 
gages to record flap bending moments were installed 5-1/2 inches forward 
of the flap tr·ailing edge at rotor stations 41.2 and 83 .o {center of 
second and ninth flap section respectively). Tests with the trailing 
edge flaps were conducted during the last two weeks of February, 1964. 

D. Test Results 

Test flights were conducted with the flaps set at trail and at 13° up and 
30° down from trail. A three inch section was removed from the trail.ins 
edge of the flaps prior to the test at the 30° down setting. _ As a result 
of reducing the cHord length of the flap, the sensitivity of the bending 
moment traces was reduced. The 30° flap data presented herein are re
ferred to in the equivalent bending moment for the 13° and trail flap 
lensths (i.e.: measured 30° flap data are multiplied by • .85 which is the 
square of the rat~o of the respective chord lengths assumin~ a uniform 
load). Figure 6-2 show1 the pitch link load and the inboard and outboard 
flap bending m001ents as a function of blad azimuth for 120 knot level 
flight. The lowest pitch link load is with the flap at trail. It should 
be noted, however, that this load is approximately twice that of the 
staooard rotor at the same airspeed. As si1own in the figure, the flap 
position haa; a strone influence on the pitch link load component in the 
area of 't' :s 90° (~dvancing bl•de). In this area, the load is directly 
related to the flap bending ruoments. 

The moat important findings of these te~ts concern the load c011ponent in 
the area of ~ • 270°. In figure 6-2, i1I is aeen that the inboard flapa 
aection bending moments are all in the same direction, and approximately 
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equal, regardless of .flap position at all azimuth positions wi t hin the 
reverse flow region. The ben~:Hng momen.ts of the outboard flap section, 
which is outside of the reverse flow area, follow the same trends as for 
the steady M0111ent1 in hover. Purther, it can be seen that for azimuth 
po1itions where the inboard flap section is outside of the reverse flow 
resion, that the curve formed by gum~ins the inboard and outboard section 
• oment will closely follow the control load trace. The flap Hction 
bendin1 moments a·t 'f.J • 270° are plotted against -the rotor ad,ance ratio 
(V/~ R) in figure 6-3. The inboard section is in the revera~ flow r11ion 
for all advance ratios shown. It is seeh that the bending moments in
crease with increasing advance ratt-0, anti that the moments are independent 
of flap position. The character of the curYe is the same as for the 
pitch link load cdmponent with the standbrd rotor at f • 270°. The out
board flap sectiort is outside of the reverse flow region for all advance 
ratios shown. In this case, the bending moments vary with flap position 
and are in the same sense as the flap position, i.e., up flap increases 
the blade nose up pitching moment, and down flap increases the blade 
nose down pitching. Hased on the foregoing, it may be concluded that 
the pitch link load component which peaks at approximatelyf • 270° results 
primarily from the blade nose up pitching moments within the reverse flow 
re1ion. It is further concluded that this c011ponent can be significantly 
reduced by adding root cutouta to the rotor blade or by the installation 
of a fixed cuff, which is relatively insensitive to lar1e angle of attack 
chansea, or by adding air foil shaped feathering cuffs. 
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FIGURE 6-2 

FLAP & CetJTROL LOA.OS VS e BLADE 
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FIGURE 6-3 

PLAP LOAD AT f/la 210° VS . 
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SECTION VII 

PLIGHT TEST OF A niO-BLAOBD FLEX BEAM ROT<Jt 
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VII 

FLIGHT TEST OF A T1JO-BLADED FLEX BF.AM ROTOR 

A. sumnrary 

A two-bladed, 44 foot diameter, flex beam rotor incorporating a soft 
beamwise bending and stiff chordwise bending section in the yoke w&s 
designed, fa bricated and tested on a Modei 2048 helicopter. The rotor 
which utilizes production UH•l grips, trunnion, and pillow blocks, was 
tested with both 21 inch and 27 inch chord blades. The purpose· of the 
flight tests was to determine if this rotor design would result in a 
low vibration configuration similar to that experienced with the ~ase II, 
Model 540 "doorhinge" rotor aystem. 

As a result of the flight tests it was found that the pilot seat 2/rev 
vertical vi bra ·ion leve 1 was comparable td ::hat with the Phase 11 , 540 
rotor at true airspeeds up to 130 knots. At speeds greater than 60 knots 
the copilot 2/rev vibration level was considerably worse than with the 
Model .540 rotor but better than the UH-18 i."'..'.l tor. The pilot and copilot 
seat 4/rev vertical vibration level was mdre predominant than the 2/rev 
level probably due ~o the fuselage characteristics of the test heli
copter which was con.figured with a special long tailboom. The rotor 
and control loads with the 21 inch chord blades were COll'lparable to 
those recorded from the Phase II (27 inch chord blades), Model 540 
rotor. 

B. Introduction 

Test results with the Model 540 rotor, which combined a soft beamwise 
bending and stiff chordwi.se bending sectidn in t _he hub, showed a 
significant reduction in the airframe vibfation levels. The same 
design concept was applied to the flex be~m hub and blade assembly 
discussed herein. The flex beam hub inco~porated a simple inexpensive 
hub and production UH-1B grips, pillow bldcks, and trunnions. The 
purpose of these tests was to determine it airframe vibration levels 
and rotor load levels comparable to the Model 540 rotor could be 
achieved with a more conventional rotor Aesign usins production UH-18 
component a • 

C. Description of ,Rotor and System Hub A$sembly 

The flex beam hub assembly was designed to incorporate production UH-18 
components wherever possible. Figure 7-1 ,shows the hub assembly. The 
major components making up the hub includt a new yoke, the high per
formance three-bladed rotor spindles. and pitch horn$, and production 
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UH- 18 grips, trunnion. pillow blocks and gtrapa. With 21 inch chord 
blades the 25° & 3 pitch horns were replated by 0° J" 3 horns. The 
total weight of the hub assembly is 55• .S pounds. 

Main Rotor Blades - The initial tests were conducted with the 21 inch 
chord blades from the high performance three-bladed rotor. These blades 
are similar to the UH-lB blade except for twist and len1th. The blades 
have 6° twist and are 1 foot shortet. The decreased blade length is 
required to maintain a 4~ foot rotoi diameter since the blade attachment 
is made 12 inches further outboard from standard for the flex beam hub. 
Addition~lly, 20 pdund tip weights were ipstalled in each blade. Durin1 
the course of testing an additional 10 pounds (JO pounds total) of wei1ht 
was added to the tip of each blade. 

Later tests were conducted using the Model 540, 27 inch chord blades. 
These blades have a special NACA 0009-1/3 airfoil, 10• twist, and have 
30 pounds of weight installed in each tip. 

Stabilizer· Bar Assqmbl y - Wj th the 21 inch chord blades installed, the 
stabilizer bar travel was restricted to~ 12° (± 15° standard) to prevent 
an interference between the stabilizer bat and pitch horns at the raaxbJUm 
blade angle8. 

I 

The etabilizer bar assembly was removed when the 27 inch chord blade1 
~ere installed to provide a higher minimu~ blade angle (6° veraus 4° 
standard). 

Test Helicopter - The tests were conductetl with a company owned Model 
2048 (s/N 2010) helicopter, which was configured with a special honeycomb 
structure tail boom for a 48 foot diameter rotor. Instrumentation was 
installed to determine fuselage vibration~ and rotor and control loads. 

D. Teet Results agd Discussion 

A limited flight test program was conduct~~ to obtain data on pilot 
and copilot vibration, rotor and control toads, level flight performance 
and collective control response and stick forces. 

Perfol'llance ------
Speed-power da.ta were obtained with both the 21 inch and 2·, inch rotor 
blade confisuratio~. Figure 7-2 shows the power required for the 21 inch 
chord blade configuration at 324 rotor rptn. ~or comparison, data are 
also shown for the 27 inch chord blade cobiiauration at the same rotor 
rpm and approximate 1ross weight • 
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I Speed-power data were obtained from approximately 60 to 110 knots -at 
I rotor speeds of 300, 314 and 324 rpm with the 27 inch chord blades 
! installed. These data are shown in Figure 7-3. The speed-power data 

at 324 rotor rpm are replotted and comµared with UH-18 (Edward's 
Category II) and Model 540, Phase Ii data in Figure 7-4. 

Rotor and Control Loads - Rotor and control load data were cbtained for 
two gross weights at normal operating rpm (324 rpm) for botti the 21 and 
27 inch chord blade config urations. Additionally , the effect of rotor 
rpm on the 27 inch chord blade configuration rotor and c~ntrol loads 
was evaluated in hover and at level flight speeds from approximately 
84 to 99 knots. 

Figure 7-5 shows 
lat ory lo ads f c.,r 
configurations. 
for comparison, 
vibration l eve l 

the yoke beam and chord bending and pitch link oscil
two gross weights \\Ii th the 21 and 27 inch chord rotor 
Data for the Phase II, Model 540 rotor are also shown 
The ef feet of rot or rpm on the oscillatory loads and 

is shown in fig ure 7-6. 

Vibration - Pilot and copilot seat vertidal vibration level data were 
recorded and harmonically analyzed for both the 21 and 27 inch chord 
blade configurations. For al l rotdr conJigurations, including the 
standard UH-18, the 4/rev vibratiort levet was predominant, indicatins 
that the test helicopter (204B, S/N 2010) fuselage characttristics were 
changed due to the special lohg, honeycoqib tailboom which was installed 
at the time of these tests. The 4/rev vibration levels for ~l inch 
and 27 inch chord flex beam rotor and st~ndard UH-18 rotors are shown 
in Figure 7-7. 

The 2/rev vi r ation levels are shown in Figure 7-8. From the figure 
it is seen that the pilot seat vibtation level with the flex beam 
rotor is about 60 per cent of that with the standard UH-1U rotor at 
130 knots true aitspeed. 

The 2/rev vibration level \d th the Phase II, Model 540 rotor is also 
shown for comparison. It is to be noted that the validity of direct 
comparison is questionable since the flex beam and UH-18 rotor data 
were recorded on ~ teet vehicle c.onf iguz:ied with a special tailboom, 
while the S40 dat~ were recorded on a p(oduction helicopter. 

The vibration level while translating f~om in-ground effect hover 
through 40 knots, was very low and compared favorably to the Model ~40 
vibration levels through the same flish~ regime. DuriJ1€ deceleration 
a significant increase in vibration levdl was noted from about 30 khots 
to hover (IGE). the vibration le~el wa$ similar to a sli&htly less than 
nontally encountered with the starldard tlH-lB • 
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Collective Control Reseonse and Stick Fotces - The collective control 
response during hovering flight and r~tor speed decay checks was found 
to be equal to, and possibly better than, the standard UH-1B rotor. 
Thi s is attributed to the rotor inertia and the fact that the control 
coupling resulted in an incremental blade angle increase with rotor 
coning. The collective stick forces wittt the 21 inch chord blade in
stalled were entil:·ely satisfactory with a ~iinimum of collective counter
weights required (1 .4 pounds).. With the 27 inch chord blades installed, 
satisfactory hydra~lic boost-off operation was not possible even with 
the maximum allowable collective centerweight installed (14.1 pounds). 
To assure satisfactory stick force in the event of an inflight hydraulic 
system failure, an auxiliary hydraulic boost system was installed. 

E. Conclusions 

As a result of these tests it is concl,~ed that the improvements in 
rotor and control loads, and airframe vibration levels demonstrated 
with Mod~l 540 "doorhinge" rotor may also be attained with a flex beam 
rotor configuratiort employing a conventional spindle-bearin~ arrangement. 

Specifically, it is concluded that: 

- The 2/rev vertical vibration level at the pilot seat location 
showed a significant improvement over the UH-18 rotor and is comparable 
to the Model 540 "doorhinge" rotor. 

- The 2/rev vertical vibration level .of the copilot seat location 
was lower than that with the UH-10 rotcr ~ut higher than the Model 540. 

- The 4/rev vertical vibration level at the pilot and copilot 
stations was the predominant excitation n~ted. This may have been 
d~t to the fuselage characteristics of th~ test .vehicle with the 
special, long tailboom installed since tfi~ predominant excitation 
with a UH-1B rotor tested on the same hel!co~ter was also 4/rev. 

During acceleration from hover thr¢ugh the transition airspeed 
range, the normal vibration buildup was n~t present with the flex beam 
rotor. However, during deceleration to h~ver (IGE) an increase of 
vi~rmtion level was noted. 

- The rotor and control loads with t~e 27 inch chord flex beam 
rotor were comparable to those recorded dJring the Model .540, Phase II 
proeram. 
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PIGURE 7-2 
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FIGURE 7-3 
Ef PECT OF RIM ON POWER REQUIRED 

FOR FLEX BEAM HUB ROT~ WI IB 27 INCH CHORD BLADES 
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FIGURE 7-4 
Ca.tPARISON OP FUIJER REQUIRED VS AIRS PEED roR THE 

FLEX BEAM HUB RCYrOR WITH 27" CIIORD 9.LADES, THE UH-lB RlJI'OR 
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FIGURE 7-5 
Rffi'OR A!'.D CONTROL LOADS RJR THE FLEX BEAM 
mm wtn, ~l INCH AND ~!7 INCH CHORD BLADES 
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FIGURE 7-~7 
COMPARIS~ l}P 4/REV VIBRATIUN LEVELS FOR FLf:.X BEAM 

ROTOR i4JITH 21 INCH AND 27 INCH CHORD BLADES AND THE UH-18 ROI'OR 
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FIGURE 7-8 
COMPARISON OP 2/REV VIBRATICN LEVELS FOR FLEX BBAM 

ROI'OR WITH 27 INQi CHORD BLADES• THE UH-18 RCYI'OR AND THE MODEL .540 ROTOR 
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VIII 

TAPERJ.20 TIP MAIN ROTOR BLADBS 

A. Summary 

Main rotor blades with tapered tips (constant chord-tapered thickness) 
were designed, fabricated and flight tested •. The ioitial flight tests 
were conducted using a company owned 2048 helicopter. The results of 
these tests indicated that the performance was approximately the same as 
that of the UH-18 rotor within the airspeed range tested (130 knots ) . The 
oscillatory loads in the main rotor pitch links and yoke chord were lower 
than with the UH-18 rotor. The 4/rev, 5/rev and 6/rev vibration levels 
were higher than normal possibly due to the decrease in blade beam stiffness 
at the junction of the blade and tip sections. The Joint stiffness was 
increased by bonding sheet metal across the joint and the blades were in
stalled on the USA TRECo.1 high performance helicopter for evaluation at 
higher speeds, Flight tests with these blades on the high performance 
helicopter demonBtrated a significant reduction in power required and 
control loads as compared with the UH-13 rotor. With the tapered ,ip 
blades the test vehicle was flown to a level flight true air5peed of 
193 knots. The power required at 193 knots with the tapered tip blades 
was equivalent to the power required for the standard rotor at 182 knots. 
At 180 knots the taper tip blades re.quired 200 HP less than the standard 
rotor, and also the oscillatory control load (pitch link) was approxi
mately 30 per cent lower. For the same cont~ol load level the maximum 
speed of the teet helicopter can be increased by 15 knots with the tapered 
tip blades; the tapered tip blades in reducing advancing blade Mach 
number effects provide a significant increase in speed with an attendant 
decrease ifr control loads. 

B. Introduction 

Hish tip speeds combined with high vehicle velocities cause power losses 
due to compreesibility effects over large areas of the rotor disc. Signifi
cant power savings can be realized by reducing these losses, Main rotor 
blades with special wide chord tips were fabricated and installed on the 
high performance helicopter to determine if that type of tip section would 
prove beneficial in reducing compressibility losses. Durin& tests with 
these blades weaving waa encountered at 120 knots, and 
since the power required trend for these blades indicated that power would 
be higher than the standard blades throughout the flight regime, the tests 
were terminated, It was concluded from that program that further testing 
should b~ accomplished using tip configurations with a less abrupt tran
sition in airfoil section. Accordingly, main rotor blades with tapered 
(constant chord) tipa were designed, fabricated and flight tested. The 
flight test results with these blades are presented herein • 
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C. Description of Rotor Blades 

Standard UH-lB rotor blades were modified by cutting the blade off at 
Station 211.2 and installing a 53-inch span tapered section. The tapered 
section had a constant taper from a NACA 0012 airfoil section at the 
Junttion to a 6 per cent thick airfoil section at the tip. The chord 
length of the tapered section was 21 inches constant, the same as the 
standard blade. Figure 8-1 shows the tapered section. 

Solid • etal machined spars were used for the leading and trailing edges 
of t he t1pered section. The inboard section of the leading edge spar 
f i tted into the boxbeam of t he blade and was fastened by screws t hat went 
t hr ough the boxt;,eam and threaded into the spar extension. The trailing 
edge spar extended into the ulade shell and was fastened wit h through 
bolts. 

D. Test Result s 

The i nitial eva luation of the tapered tip blades was cond ucted on a Bell
owned model 2048 he licopter (SIN 1501) . The t est he licopt er wa s in s t anda1d 1 

44 foo t diameter ro t or con i igurat i on except for the main r ot or hub which 
was for a 48 foot di ameter r ctor, and therefore, had a precone angle of 
2-3/•0

• 

After completion of evaluation on the Model 2048 helicopter the rotor was 
installed and tested on the USA TREC(l,{ high performance helicopter . 
Instrumentation was i nstalled on both test helicopters to measure shaf t 
horsepower, control loads, vibrations and main rotor yoke and blade bend
ing moment:s . 

Evaluation flights on th, 204B helicopter were conducted in February 1964. 
The rotor was installed and test ed on the high performance helicopter 
from 28 April tbrou~h 11 May 1964. 

Ground Run - Ground run tests with the helicopter tied down were performed 
to track and balance the rot ·,·r and to observe its behavior. During the 
ground runs the cyclic and collective controls were operated to their 
raaximum displacement within the limits of safe tiedown operation. The 
collective and cyclic control stick forces were satisfactory with and 
without hydraulic boost. 

It was not ed during the ground tests that the blade tip p~ t h plane as seen 
from the pilot's seat was very sharp and normal at low power, but that as 
the collect ive wae increased to give engine powers greater than approxi
mately 400 horee power, the tip plane appeared to the pilot to lo&e defi
nition (sha,:pnes!,). There were no apparent changes in vibration, noise 
or control s t ick fdrces associated with t~e loss of the visual tip path. 
Tip weight and tri- tab changes had no effect on the visual definition 
of the tip path. 
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High speed motion pictures were taken and a stroboscopic light was used 
dur i ng a night ground run. No abnormal behavior was noted and it was 
seen that the rotor stayed in very good track at all azimuth positions 
and power settings. From these observations it was concluded that the 
rotor behavior was satisfactory am normal. The phenomenon causing the 
loss of tip p&th plane definition is still unexplained. 

Fli~ht Bvalua tion - Flight evaluations were collducted to obtain hvel fllfht l 
per ormance, rotor and control load and vibration data. Additionally, hov r 
(OGE) performance data were recorded with the ro t or installed on the 2048 
helicopter. 

The out-of-ground hover performance data are shown in Figure 8-2. These 
data are compared with the UH-18 Cateeory II data and show that the hover
ing performance with the tapered tip and standard rotors is approximately 
the same. • 

Level flight performance data with the special rotor installed on the 204B 
helicopter are shown and compared with UH• lB Catesory II test data in 
Pigure 8-3. A maximum advancing tip Mach number of .885 was attained dur
ing tests with this helicopter; however, the UH-1B data are for tip Mach 
number s of less than .85. Since the UH-18 data are below the threshold 
Mach number effects become significant, the benefits of the tapered tip 
blades are not apparent. 

With the tapered tip blades installed on the high performance coMpound 
helicopter, level flight performance data were obtained at true airspeeds 
up to 193 knots. These data and UH-18 rotor data are shown in Fieure 8-4. ' 
At higher Mach numl:>ers, above M a .87, the tapered tip blades shCMed an 
increasin~ly significant reduction in pow~r required. At 193 knots the 
power required wittt the tapered tip blades was equivalent to the power 
required from the standard rotor ~t 182 knots. At 180 knots the tapered 
tip blades required 200 horsepower less than the :_;t!ndard rotor. 

It should be noted that the dat~ presented £or the standard rotor are for 
9725 pound CM/a' as compared to the 10,0S8 pound CM/6' for the tapered 
tip blades. Also the rotor speed is lower (314 versus 324) with the 
standard rotor. If the weight and rotor ~peed for the stard1rd rotor are 
increased to the s•me values as the tapered tip blades, the power required 
would be increased and as a result the power reduction as shown in the 
figure may be· considered conservative. 

Oacillatory loads were measured in the main rotor pitch link, yoke, and 
blades. The oscillatory pitch link loada data are shown in Figure 8-5. 
When compared to the UH-1B rotor the tapered tip blade shows a signilicaat 
decrease in the pitch link load for both the standard and hi&h perfonaance 
helicopters, particularly at the hiah speeds. At approxiaately 185 knots 

' " 
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the load is reduced by about 40 per cent with tht tapered tip blades. 
The lo ad reduction is even •ore significant when the origin of these 
loads is considered. 

Figure 8-6 sbows the pitch l i nk loads as a function of rotor azimuth 
for the high performance helicopter with standard blades at 186 knots. 
It is seen that the pit ch link load is .comprised of two ma Jor components, 
a large negative load at approximately f 12 120° ("A") and a large positive 
load at npproxiruately er C 270° ("8"). The large positive load component 
is associated with the reverse flow region of the retreating blade and 
builds up slowly with increasing air speed (see Section VI for additiona l 
discussion). The large negative load may be attributed to advancing blade , 
Mach number effects. Figure 8-6b shows this load compon~nt for the standard! 
and tapered tip bladts plotted as a function of the advancing blade Mach 
number. 

Below a Mach uutnber of .87 this load component is non-existant, after 
Mach .87 it increases very rapidly suc h tha t it accounts for a lmost half 
of the total oscillatory load with the standard blades at a ~lach number 
of approximately .95. With the tapered tip blades the rise i s less rapid, 
and at a Mach number of approximatel y ,95 this load component is approxi
mately 70 per cent lower than with standard blades. 

I 

The main rotor yoke beam and chord oscillatory loads are s hown in Figure 
8-7. The lo ads for the standard rotor blades are shown for comparison. 
The beam loads are about the same for the standard and tapered tip blade s. 
The chord loads with the tapered tip blades on the 2048 are lower than 
with th standard rot or . With the tapered tip blades on the high per
formance helicopter the chord loads are about the same as with the 
standard rotor. 

Vibrations - The pilot and copilot vibration levels were measured for all 
flights. The overall and 2/rev vibration levels were compirable to those 
with the standard rotor installed. At hish gross weights, above 8000 
pounds, the higher frequency (4, 5 and 6/rev) vibration levels were greater 
than those measured with the standard rotor. The high frequency vibration 
is' believed t o have been caused by the relatively low beam stiffness of 
the blades at the tapered tip attachment. 

Conclu1ioll6 

As a result of these tests• it is concluded that the performance cf the 
tapered tip rotor blades is comparable ·to that of the standard blades in 
the low speed range, and that the tapered tip blades show significant 
reductions in the power requirement, and. control loads at the hi@her 
speeds. The speed, ran@e, and product!Lon of the high performance 
helicopter can be significantly improv~d by installation of tapered tip 
main rotor blades. 
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FIGURE 8-1 

TAPER TIP BLADE INSTALLATION AND 
ClJ.,IPARISON WITH STANDARD BLADE 
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PIGURE 8-3 

PONER REQUIRED VS AIRSPEED FOR TAPERED TIP 
MAIN ROTOR BLADES INSTALLED ON 204B S/N 1501 
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P IGUR.E 8-4 • 
Co.1PARlSON OF POWER REQUIRED 1/S AIRSPEED FOR 

THE TAPRRED TIP AND STANDARD MAIN ROTOR BLADES 
INSTALLED ~ TH.E HlGH-PERFORMANCE HELICOPTER 
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FIGURE 8--' 

CCMPARISON OP PITCH LINK OSCILLATORY LOAD VS 
AI RS PEED FOR STA~DARD A~1> TAP.BJlBD TIP MAIN 

ROTOO BLADBS 
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PIGUR.E 8•6 

Cc»iPARIS~ Of ADVANCING BLADE LOAD CC)U~ENT VS TIP MACH 
NUMBER FOR STANDARD AND TAPERED TIP BLADES 
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FIGURE 8-7 

CCJ.1PARISON OF MAIN ROTOR YOKE osctU..ATORY Ba.JDING 
MO.tffiTS llOR STANDARD ANV TAPERED TtP MAI~ ROTOR BLADES 
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